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Abstract
A multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna system
is proposed for fifth-generation (5G) millimeter-wave
(mm-wave) mobile communications. The proposed design
provides a wide bandwidth at the mm-wave frequency of
24 GHz to 40 GHz (S11 ≤ -10 dB) with high isolation
(S12 > 40 dB) that achieved by a T-shaped radiating patch
with a slot-based on the ground plane. An integrated
four-element MIMO antenna has an overall size of
150×75×0.2 mm3. Moreover, the proposed MIMO has
been investigated for the performance diversity, in terms
of the envelope correlation coefficient and diversity gain,
which has a good agreement that appropriates for mobile
terminals applications.

tangent (δ ) of 0.0027 and a height of 0.2 mm. The single
element antenna employed proximity fed by a 50 Ω
microstrip feed line as a T-shaped radiating patch that
placed above the substrate and etched a rectangularshaped slot on the ground plane, while each antenna
element size of 6×10 mm2. The overall size of the
integrated MIMO antenna is 150×75×0.2 mm3. The
proposed MIMO antenna system was assembled of two
adjacent antenna elements were symmetrically arranged
along the vertical edge of the mobile on both sides, which
a distance of 5λ (53.5 mm) at the center frequency of 28
GHz.
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2 Antenna Design
The proposed wideband MIMO slot-based antenna
array has been shown in Figure 1. The proposed design
consists of four antenna elements printed on Rogers
RO4003C with a dielectric constant (ε r ) of 3.55, loss
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Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna [1] is
attractive from the researcher for fifth-generation (5G)
wireless communications [2]. MIMO has been achieved
by the high data rate and wide bandwidth provided for
enormous usage at the same time. The spectrum of 5G
new radio (NR) technologies [3] can be classified into
three categories such that low-band (below 1 GHz), midband (sub-6 GHz), and high-band (above 24 GHz, also
known as mm-Wave). The global usually operate a
licensed millimeter-wave spectrum in various frequency
ranges [4], such as 24.25 - 25.25 GHz in America, 27.5 28.35 in Canada, 24.5 - 28.35 GHz in Europe, 26 GHz in
UK, 24.5 - 27.5 GHz in China, 26.5 - 29.5 GHz in Korea,
and 27.5 - 29.5 GHz in Japan.
In this paper, an integrated four-element 5G mm-wave
MIMO antenna system that operated the wideband
frequency of 24 GHz to 40 GHz for mobile devices.
Furthermore, a proposed MIMO antenna has been
presented and its performance diversity is calculated and
discussed. The proposed antenna design is presented in
Section II. Then, Section III describes the result and
discussion. After that, the conclusion is given in Section
IV.
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(a) Top view

(b) Bottom view

Figure 1. The proposed MIMO antenna system.

3 Result and Discussion
The simulation was performed by using CST
Microwave Studio Simulation. Some metrics that
important to the conventional performance of the antenna,
which include of the reflection coefficient, transmission
coefficient (mutual coupling), and radiation pattern. In
addition, in order to investigate the diversity performance
of the MIMO antenna systems such that the envelope
correlation coefficient (ECC) and diversity gain (DG).

3.1

Reflection coefficient

The simulated reflection coefficient (S11, S22, S33, and S44)
obtained that the -10dB bandwidth was 16.50 GHz from
24.10 GHz to 40.60 GHz, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3
shows the simulated transmission coefficient (S12, S13, S23,
and S34) of two-port is lower than -40 dB over the entire
band that appropriates for the four-port MIMO antenna
system applied in mobile terminals.

where E1 (θ , φ ) and E2 (θ , φ ) are the complex 3D radiated
field pattern of Ant 1 and Ant 2, respectively and Ω is
the solid angle. Figure 4 reveals the ECC has lower than
0.001 of them between the antenna pairs at the overall
operating frequency, it is noted that the ECC threshold
should less than 0.5 [6].

Figure 4. The calculated envelope correlation coefficient.
Figure 2. The simulated reflection coefficient.

Meanwhile, diversity gain (DG) is one important
parameter to clarify how much transmission power can be
reduced when a diversity scheme is introduced, without a
performance loss. DG can be computed by using ECC
values, following by equation [7].
DG = 10 1 − ρ12

2

(2)

As it is shown in Figure 5, the calculated diversity gain is
plotted versus over the entire frequency (24 GHz – 40
GHz). It is demonstrated that the DG greater than 9.99
dB, which notices that DG should exceed 9.95 dB [8].

Figure 3. The simulated transmission coefficient.

3.2

ECC and DG

The Envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) is the
parameter that indicates the correlation between the
radiating antenna elements. It is calculated based on the
far-field radiation patterns between antenna pairs at the
operating entire frequency, using the following equation
[5].
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Figure 5. The calculated diversity gain.
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3.3

Radiation pattern

4π

Figures 6 illustrate the 3D radiation pattern in the form of
the directivity at a frequency of 28 GHz. It can be

observed that the maximum gains of 4.48, 4.89, 4.49, and
4.51 dBi for Ant 1 to Ant 4, respectively.
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Figure 6. 3D radiation patterns for the antenna elements
with directivity values at 28 GHz.

4 Conclusion
A four-port MIMO antenna array for millimeter-wave
mobile terminal applications is proposed. Compact size is
achieved by a T-shaped as a radiating patch with a slotbased on the ground plane. The MIMO antenna obtained a
wide bandwidth frequency of 24 GHz to 40 GHz
(≤ −10 dB) . The port isolations are better than 40 dB, the
calculated ECCs lower than 0.001 and the calculated DGs
are not less than 9.99 dB. Therefore, the proposed MIMO
antenna array has a good performance that suitable for
millimeter-wave mobile devices applications.
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